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Abstract—Due to a variety of reasons including data randomness and incompleteness, noise, privacy, etc., uncertainty is inherent in

many important applications, such as location-based services (LBS), sensor network monitoring, and radio-frequency identification

(RFID). Recently, considerable research efforts have been devoted into the field of uncertainty-aware spatial query processing such that

the uncertainty of the data can be effectively and efficiently tackled. In this paper, we study the problem of finding top kmost influential

facilities over a set of uncertain objects, which is an important and fundamental spatial query in the above applications. Based on the

maximal utility principle, we propose a new rankingmodel to identify the top kmost influential facilities, which carefully captures influence

of facilities on the uncertain objects. By utilizing two uncertain object indexing techniques,R-tree andU-Quadtree, effective and efficient

algorithms are proposed following the filtering and verification paradigm, which significantly improves the performance of the algorithms

in terms of CPU and I/O costs. To effectively support uncertain objects with a large number of instances, we also develop randomized

algorithmswith accuracy guarantee. Then, a hybrid algorithm is devised which effectively combines the randomized and exact

algorithms. Comprehensive experiments on real datasets demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our techniques.

Index Terms—Spatial influence, uncertain data

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

BICHROMATIC reverse nearest neighbor (BRNN) query
has been extensively studied as an important spatial

operator ever since it was introduced in [1] due to a wide
spectrum of applications such as decision support, profile-
basedmarketing, resource allocation, etc. Informally, given a
set F of facilities (e.g., gas station, supermarket and ware-
house) and a set of O of objects (e.g., car, person), the influ-
ence of a particular facility F can be evaluated by the
number of bichromatic reverse nearest neighbors (NNs) ofF ,
e.g., the number of objects whose nearest neighbors are F
regarding F . Intuitively, it is desirable to identify the most
influential facilities for various reasons such as resource allo-
cation and decisionmaking.Motivated by this, some existing
work (e.g., [2]) proposed efficient algorithms to identify the
influential facilities, in which they assume the location of an
object or facility is precisely described by a spatial point. As
shown in Fig. 1a, we can calculate the influence score (e.g.,
the number of reverse nearest neighbors ) for each facility,
where F1, F2 and F3 have scores 1, 2 and 0 respectively. Nev-
ertheless, in many applications the location of an object may
be uncertain due to various reasons such as data randomness

and incompleteness, the limitation of measuring equipment,
delay or loss of data updates and privacy preservation.
Following are twomotivating examples.

Motivating examples. In some warehouse management
systems, the RFID tags are attached to the items and their
current locations can be obtained by RFID readers. Since the
RFID reading may be noisy due to the sensitivity of the low
cost readers to various environmental factors such as inter-
ference from nearby metal objects and contention among
tags, the location of an object may be modeled as an uncer-
tain object which is described by multiple instances. For
instance, in Fig. 1b, the item A may appear at two positions
a1 and a2 with the same probability. The facilities in Fig. 1b
represent the dispatching points for various items. Suppose
an item will be delivered to the closest dispatch point. For a
proper resource (e.g., labor, truck) allocation, the manager
may want to know the k dispatching points with the highest
influences (workload).

Another example application is the location based ser-
vice (LBS). The location of a mobile user can be described as
an uncertain object, since her/his location may be derived
based on the nearest contour lines of user’s possible loca-
tions regarding the nearby towers. In Fig. 1b, the mobile
users are uncertain objects and supermarkets correspond to
the facilities. Suppose that users tend to visit the nearby
supermarket, it is meaningful to find the top k most promis-
ing supermarkets, i.e., supermarkets which influence the
largest number of users.

Challenges.Motivated by the above examples, it is desirable
to study the problem of finding top kmost influential facilities
over uncertain objects. The challenges are three-fold.

Firstly, unlike the traditional spatial database in which an
object only contributes to the influence score of one facility,1
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1. Suppose the ties are broken arbitrarily if there are multiple
nearest facilities for an object.
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it is non-trivial to evaluate the influence of a facility
because of the existence of multiple instances. As shown
in Fig. 1b, the uncertain object A may be influenced by
both F2 and F3. Therefore, when we rank the influences
of the facilities, it is desirable to propose new model to
capture the uncertainty of the uncertain objects. In the
paper, we follow the popular possible world semantics (See
Section 3.1 for a formal definition), and the influence of
each facility is modeled as a influence score distribution.
The definition of influence score of a facility in each possi-
ble world is exactly the same as the traditional BRNN
query since only one instance occurs for each uncertain
object in a possible world. Then we apply the maximal
utility principle to rank the facilities. The maximal utility
principle [3] has been widely used in various applications
such as economic, finance and mathematics, and it selects
the one with highest expected score as the optimal solu-
tion among a set of score distributions.

The second challenge is the efficiency of the algorithm.
Computing the top k most influential facilities over
uncertain objects is much more complicated than that of
traditional objects (points). Although in Section 3 we
show that our new model can avoid enumerating all pos-
sible worlds, the computation cost is still expensive if we
conduct the calculation in a straightforward way due to
the existence of multiple instances of uncertain objects.
Therefore, in this paper, assuming the uncertain regions
of uncertain objects are organized by R-tree which is the
most popular indexing technique used for uncertain
objects in the literature, we propose an efficient algorithm
following the synchronized R-tree traversal paradigm.
Moreover, based on a recent uncertain indexing tech-
nique [4], namely U-Quadtree, we further significantly
improve the performance of the algorithm in terms of
CPU and I/O costs.

The third challenge arises from the possible massive
number of instances in each uncertain object. In many appli-
cations, the uncertainty of an object may be described by a
continuous probability density function (PDF), and it is a
common practice to discretize the continuous distribution
by sampling method. As shown in [5], a large number of
instances are necessary to properly capture the probability
distribution of the uncertain objects. Consequently, it is
desirable to develop efficient randomized algorithms based
on samples of the uncertain objects.

Contributions. Our contribution can be summarized as
follows.

� Based on the maximal utility principle, we propose a
new model to evaluate the influences of the facilities
over a set of uncertain objects.

� Efficient R-tree and U-Quadtree based algorithms
are presented following the filtering and verification
paradigm. Novel pruning techniques are proposed
to significantly improve the performance of the algo-
rithms by reducing the number of uncertain objects
and facilities in the computation.

� Efficient randomized algorithms are proposed to pro-
vide approximate solutions with accuracy guarantees.

� A hybrid algorithm is proposed to further improve
the performance by taking advantages of the under-
lying facility score distributions.

� Comprehensive experiments demonstrate the effec-
tiveness and efficiency of our techniques.

Organization of the paper. The remainder of the paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work in
the paper. Then, we formally define the problem of top k
most influential facilities over uncertain objects, and intro-
duce some preliminary work in Section 3. In Section 4,
we propose our exact algorithms based on R-tree and
U-Quadtree respectively. Then Section 5 presents efficient
randomized algorithms to provide approximate solutions
with accuracy guarantee. Results of comprehensive perfor-
mance studies are reported in Section 6. Finally, Section 7
concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

In the last decade, a lot of work has been done in the field of
uncertain data processing and management. Since our work
focus on the top k query of influential facilities over uncer-
tain data, we briefly introduce the existing work on uncer-
tain data processing and influential facilities query.

2.1 Influential Facilities Computation

Bichromatic reverse nearest neighbor query is first intro-
duced by Korn and Muthkrishnan. in [1]. Given a set F of
facilities and a set O of objects, the influence of a facility F
can be measured by the number of objects whose nearest
neighbors is F . As one of its natural extension, the problem
of finding top k influential facilities (TkIS), is proposed in
[2]. Instead of computing the set of BRNNs for a given set of
facilities, it returns the top k facilities with highest number
BRNNs (influences). They provide novel pruning techni-
ques based on a new metric called minExistDNN , and

Fig. 1. Motivation example.
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found the top k most influential facilities by browsing trees
once systematically. Furthermore, [6] found k locations
from a set of candidate locations with the largest influence
values according to a set of customers. On the other hand,
the problem of optimal-location is studied in [7], [8] , aiming
to find optimal area or location to set up a new facility such
that it can attract the greatest number of facilities.

2.2 Uncertain Data Processing

With the emergence of many recent important and novel
applications involving uncertain data, there has been a great
deal of research attention dedicated to this field. Particu-
larly, top k queries are important in analyzing uncertain
data. Unlike a top k query over certain data which returns
the k best alternatives according to a ranking function, a top
k query against uncertain data has inherently more sophisti-
cated semantics. Soliman et al. [9] first relate top k queries
with uncertain data. They define two types of important
queries—U-Topk and U-kRank, regarding discrete cases.
The first one returns a set of k records which as a whole have
the highest probability to be the top k results in all possible
worlds, while the second one retrieves k ordered records
where the ith record has the highest probability of ranking
in the ith position among all possible worlds. Following, a
large amount of work has been dedicated to top k queries
with different semantics such as PT-k [10], Global-top k [11],
expected rank top k [12] and unified top k [13] semantics.

Meanwhile, many spatial query techniques have been
extended to solve uncertain problem. Nearest neighbor-
query over uncertain data is one of the most flourishing
topic. Cheng et al. [14] are the first to tackle the probabilistic
nearest neighbor (PNN) query, whose aim is to determine
probabilistic candidates for the nearest neighbor of a given
target along with corresponding probability values. Zhang
et al. [15] employ a rank based approach to process probabi-
listic kNN query, where k closest objects are returned
according to their expected ranks. Cheema et al. [16] formal-
ize PRNN query that is to retrieve the objects from the
uncertain data that have higher probability than a given
threshold to be the RNN of an uncertain query object. [17],
[18] also propose techniques to solve PRNN queries over
uncertain data. Moreover, some indexing techniques are
proposed for uncertain data such as R-tree [19], U-tree [20]
and U-Quadtree [4].

2.3 Influential Facilities Over Uncertain Data

To our best knowledge, [21] is the only existing work which
studies the problem of finding top k most influential facili-
ties over uncertain objects. They assume that each object is
characterized by multiple instances, and the facilities
remain deterministic, and adopt the expected rank as the
ranking function to define the order of the facilities with
probabilistic influences. The definition is that given a set of
facilities S, a set of uncertain objects U , a query region Q,
and a natural number k, the uncertain top k influential facil-
ity query returns the top k facilities in Q according to the
expected rank semantics [12]. Based on attribute-uncertain
model, an uncertain object may be influenced by multiple
facilities instead of one as the deterministic case, so they use
PRNN search to get the probability mass function (pmf) of

the influence of a facility, and then compute expected rank
of a facility across all possible worlds. They propose a gen-
eral filter-refine style approach which includes efficient
PRNN search, effective pruning schemes and divide-and-
conquer based refinement to obtain the query result.

3 BACKGROUND

We present problem definition and necessary preliminaries
in this section. For references, notations frequently used in
the paper are summarized in Table 1.

3.1 Problem Definition

A point (instance) x referred in the paper, by default, is in a
d-dimensional numerical space. Given two points x and y,
the distance between them is denoted by dðx; yÞ. Euclidian
distance metric is employed in the paper, and the techni-
ques developed in the paper can be easily extended to
other metric distances. In the paper, we focus on the
bichromatic nearest neighbor search. Given a set F of
facilities (points) and the nearest neighbor of an object
point x (x is not a facility ) is its nearest facility, denoted
by NNðxÞ; that is, dðx;NNðxÞÞ ¼ minfdðx; F ÞjF 2 FÞg.
Without loss of generality, we assume the nearest neigh-
bor of a point x (NNðxÞ) is unique.

Uncertain objects. An uncertain object can be described
either continuously or discretely. In this paper, we focus on
discrete case. Note that we can discretize a continuous proba-
bility density function of an uncertain object by sampling
methods. In the discrete cases, an uncertain object consists of
a set fu1; u2; . . . ; umg of instances (points) where for
1 � i � m, ui occurs with the probability pui (pui > 0), andPm

i¼1 pui ¼ 1. Moreover, we assume the uncertain objects

are independent to each other. For an uncertain object U ,
Umbr denotes the minimal bounding rectangle (MBR) of the
instances of U .

Note that, in the paper, we assume the facilities are repre-
sented by points because usually their locations can be
obtained precisely.

TABLE 1
The Summary of Notations

Notation Definition

U an uncertain object
F the facility or facility entry
u instance of the uncertain object
n number of uncertain objects
m number of instances per uncertain object
Iþ (I�) upper(lower) bound of expected score
E entry of R-tree
NND Nearest Neighbor Distance
nnd minðR1; R2Þ the minimal NND between rectangles

R1 and R2

nnd maxðR1; R2Þ the maximal NND between rectangles
R1 and R2

T; t object tuple
T:e entry associated with T
T:F the facilities which may influence

the object associated with T
� pruning threshold for expected score
s number of sample sets (rounds)
Si ith sample set
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The possible world semantics. Given a set of uncertain
objects fU1; U2; . . . ; Ung, a possible world W ¼ fu1; u2; . . . ; ung
is a set of instances sequentially sampled from each object.
Assume the uncertain objects are independent to each other,
and the probability of W to appear is PrðWÞ ¼Qn

i¼1 pui . Let
W denote the set of all possible worlds, thenP

W2W PrðWÞ ¼ 1.

Example 1. In Fig. 2a, F consists of three facilities F1, F2 and
F3, and there are three uncertain objects A, B and C. Both
A and B have two instances with the same occurrence
probability (0.5), while C has only one single instance c1
with pc1 ¼ 1:0. Consequently, there are totally 4 possible

worlds in this example, where W1 ¼ fa1; b1; c1g, W2 ¼
fa1; b2; c1g, W3 ¼ fa2; b1; c1g, W4 ¼ fa2; b2; c1g and the
probability of each possible world is 0:25. Particularly,
the possible worldW1 is illustrated in Fig. 2b.

For each possible world W , let sðF;W Þ denote the influ-
ence score of the facility F regarding W , which is the num-
ber of reverse nearest neighbors of F in W ; In the paper, for
each facility F , we use SF to represent the influence score
distribution of F , where PrðSF ¼ vÞ ¼PW2W^sðF;WÞ¼v PrðWÞ.
Example 2. In Fig. 2b, we have sðF1;WÞ ¼ 1 , sðF2 ;W Þ ¼ 2

and sðF3;WÞ ¼ 0. Fig. 2c illustrates the score distribu-
tions of F1, F2 and F3. For facility F1, we have
PrðSF1 ¼ 1Þ ¼ 0:5; PrðSF1 ¼ 2Þ ¼ 0:5. Similarly, PrðSF2 ¼
0Þ ¼ 0:25; PrðSF2 ¼ 1Þ ¼ 0:5; PrðSF2 ¼ 2Þ ¼ 0:25; PrðSF3 ¼
0Þ ¼ 0:5 and PrðSF3 ¼ 1Þ ¼ 0:5.

The influence score distribution of a facility F (SF ) is a
random variable, and hence we can apply the maximal
utility principle to rank the facilities. The maximal utility
principle [3] is one of the most popular models to select
the one with highest expected score as the optimal solu-
tion among a set of score distributions. In the paper, the
expected influence score of a facility F , denoted by IðF Þ, is
defined as follows:

IðF Þ ¼
X
W2W

sðF;W Þ � PrðW Þ: (1)

As the number of possible worlds grows exponentially
regarding the number of uncertain objects in U and
the number of instances in each uncertain object, it is cost-
inhibitive to apply Equation (1) straightforwardly by enu-
merating all possible worlds. Therefore, we will find an

alternative of Equation (1) which can be derived with rea-
sonable computational cost.

Let NNðU;WÞ denote the nearest neighbor (facility) of U
in the possible world W , and sðNNðU;W Þ ¼ F Þ ¼ 1 if the
facility F is the nearest neighbor of U in the possible world
W , and sðNNðU;WÞ ¼ F Þ ¼ 0 otherwise. Since we assume
the uncertain objects are independent to each other,
Equation (1) can be rewritten as follows:

IðF Þ ¼
X
W2W

X
U2U

sðNNðU;W Þ ¼ F Þ
 !

� PrðW Þ

¼
X
U2U

PrðNNðUÞ ¼ F Þ

¼
X
U2U

X
u2U^NNðuÞ¼F

pu;

(2)

where PrðNNðUÞ ¼ F Þ is the probability that F is the near-
est neighbor of U , i.e., PrðNNðUÞ ¼ F Þ ¼Pu2U^NNðuÞ¼F pu

andNNðuÞ is the nearest neighbor of the instance (point) u.
Equation (2) implies that we can avoid enumerating all

possible worlds since we can independently compute
PrðNNðUÞ ¼ F Þ (i.e., nearest neighbor probability) for each
uncertain object. Our empirical study shows that even a
naive implementation of the Equation (2) can outperform
the existing work which follows the expected rankmodel.

In the light of maximal utility principle, we aim to find the
k facilities with highest expected influence scores, which is for-
mally described below.

Problem statement. Given a set of uncertain object O and a
set of facility F , find the k facilities with the highest expected
influence scores. We assume the number of facilities jF j � k,
and ties are broken arbitrarily.

3.2 Expected Score versus Expected Rank

In [21], Zheng et al. propose the expected rank based ranking
model to evaluate the influence of the uncertain objects. For
a given facility F , its expected rank, denoted by erðF Þ, is cal-
culated as follows:

erðF Þ ¼
X
W2W

rðF;WÞ � PrðW Þ; (3)

where rðF;WÞ is the rank of F in the possible world W .
Then the k facilities with highest ranks are retrieved.

Given a possible worldW , the rank of a facility (rðF;W ÞÞ,
is calculated based on its influence score (i.e., sðF;W Þ) as well
as influence scores of other facilities, while the expected score

Fig. 2. Example for the problem definition.
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computation is independent to other facilities. This implies
that the expected rank based rankingmodel ismuchmore com-
plicate than the expected score based model. As shown in [21],
we may have to enumerate all possible worlds in the worse
case, which is cost-inhibitive in practise. Therefore, although
novel pruning techniques are proposed to significantly
improve the performance, the computational cost of the
algorithm is still expensive due to the high complexity of the
rankingmodel.

Since the expected score model and the expected ranks
model carry different semantics, the top k facilities obtained
in this paper may be different from that of [21]. Below, we
illustrate two examples where the top k results of two mod-
els are the same in the first example, which become different
after changing occurrence probabilities of the instances in
the second example.

Example 3. In Fig. 2a, F consists of three facilities F1, F2 and
F3, and there are three uncertain objects A, B and C. Both
A and B have two instances with the same occurrence
probability (0.5), while C has only one single instance c1
with pc1 ¼ 1:0. Then we have expected influence score

IðF1Þ ¼ 1:5, IðF2Þ ¼ 1 and IðF3Þ ¼ 0:5, and the top 2 are
F1 and F2. Regarding the expected rank, we have
erðF1Þ ¼ 1, erðF2Þ ¼ 2 and erðF3Þ ¼ 2:25, and the top 2
are also F1 and F2.

If we change the occurrence probabilities of the
object A with pa1 ¼ 0:3 and pa2 ¼ 0:7, the top 2 are still
F1 and F2 with expected influence score (IðF1Þ ¼ 1:5,
IðF2Þ ¼ 0:8 and IðF3Þ ¼ 0:7), whereas the top 2 becomes
F1 and F3 with expected rank (erðF1Þ ¼ 1, erðF2Þ ¼ 2:7
and erðF3Þ ¼ 2:3).

As mentioned in [12], the expected score based ranking
approach does not satisfy the value invariance property,
which implies that the expected score semantics is more
susceptible to skew (i.e., outliers). Nevertheless, under
our problem setting, for each possible world we haveP

F2F sðF;W Þ ¼ n where n is the number of uncertain

objects, and hence it is unlikely to have facilities with incon-
sistent extreme scores because an outlier instance u can only
contribute pu (occurrence probability of u) regarding the
expected influence scores of the facilities.

3.3 Preliminaries

Various indexing techniques have been proposed to orga-
nize uncertain objects. In the paper, we apply R-tree [22]
based indexing techniques to facilitate the expected influence
score computation. Note that the R-tree based indexing tech-
nique is the most widely used approach in the literature to
index uncertain objects (e.g., [19]).

4 EXACT ALGORITHMS

In this section, we investigate efficient algorithms to com-
pute the top k most influential facilities based on their
expected influence scores. Section 4.1 presents a straightfor-
ward implementation of the algorithm. Assuming the
uncertain objects are organized by R-tree, Section 4.2
improves the performance of the algorithm following the fil-
tering and verification paradigm. By taking advantage of an
enhanced uncertain object indexing technique, U-Quadtree,

we can further improves the performance of the filtering
and the verification algorithms.

In this paper, we assume facilities are organized by
R-tree since it is one of the most popular index techniques
in commercial spatial databases. Nevertheless, our techni-
ques developed in the paper can be easily extended to other
hierarchical spatial indexing techniques.

4.1 Naive Algorithm

Algorithm 1 illustrates a naive implementation of the algo-
rithm to compute the nearest neighbor probability of each
instance regarding all facilities following Equation (2). For
each instance of an uncertain object, a nearest neighbor
query [23] is issued to find its nearest facility F and the
expected scoreof F is increased by the occurrence probability
of the instance.

Algorithm 1.Naive Algorithm (SU , SF , k)

Input: k, Uncertain object set SU , Facility set SF

Output: Top kmost influential facilities
1 for each U 2 SU do
2 for each instance u 2 U do
3 for find nearest facility F 2 SF do
4 IðF Þ :¼ IðF Þ þ pu;
5 end for
6 end for
7 end for
8 Return top k facilities with highest expected score;

Although we do not need to explore all possible worlds
following the expected score semantics, the performance of the
algorithm is not scalable to the number of instances and
facilities because the instances of all objects are accessed in
Algorithm 1 and the expected scores are calculated for all
facilities, which leads to high CPU and I/O costs.

4.2 RR-tree Based Algorithm

To address the scalability issue in the above naive algorithm,
in this subsection, we propose theR-tree based algorithm fol-
lowing the filtering and verification paradigm. More specifi-
cally, based on the MBRs of the uncertain objects, which are
organized by R-tree, we can come up with the lower and
upper bounds of the expected influence scores of the facilities in
the filtering phase. Then some facilities can be pruned based
on the widely used top k filtering conditions; that is, a facility
F will be eliminated from candidate set if there are a setQ of
k other facilities such that IþðF Þ < I�ðF 0Þ for any facility F 0

in Q, where IþðF Þ (I�ðF Þ) denotes the upper (lower) bound
of expected score for the facility F . In the refinement phase, we
only need to explore the instances of the uncertain objects
which may contribute to the expected scores of the facilities in
the candidate set.

In the paper, we assume the MBRs of the uncertain
objects and facilities are organized by an aggregate R-tree
RO and a R-tree RF respectively. We first introduce some
notations used in the paper.

Definition 1 (Nearest Neighbor Distance (NND)). Given a
set of facilities F , the distance between a point x and its nearest
neighbor F is the nearest neighbor distance of x regarding F ,
denoted by nndðx;FÞ. In [2], effective method is proposed to
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compute the minimal and maximal nearest neighbor distances
between two rectangles. In the paper, we use nndminðR1; R2Þ
to denote the minimal nearest neighbor distance between two
rectangles R1 and R2; that is, for any point x in R1, its nearest
neighbor distance regarding a set of facilities F contained by
R2 is not smaller than nndminðR1; R2Þ, i.e., nndðx;FÞ �
nndminðR1; R2Þ. With the same rationale, we have
nndmaxðR1; R2Þ where nndðx;FÞ � nndmaxðR1; R2Þ.
To enable computing the expected scores of the facilities in

a level by level fashion, we introduce the concept of object
tuple and facility tuple so that the expected score of a group
of facilities or uncertain objects can be updated or pruned at
the same time.

Definition 2 (Object Tuple (TT )). An object tuple T is employed
to maintain the information used for the NND computation of
a set of uncertain objects in an entry e. Particularly, T:e is the
object R-tree entry ( intermediate entry or data entry) associ-
ated with T , and T:F is a set of facility R-tree entries (inter-
mediate entry or data entry) which may contribute to the
NND computation of the objects in T:e.

Example 4. In Fig. 3, there are four uncertain objects U1, U2,
U3 and U4, and their MBRs are kept in data entries
fe1; e2; e3; e4g. Suppose the object tuple T refers to the
entry E1, then we have T:e ¼ E1 and T:F ¼ fF1; F2; F3g
whereF1,F2,F3 are facilities entrieswhichmay contribute
to theNND computation of the object associatedwith T .

Whenever there is no ambiguity, we use F to denote an
entry in the facility R-tree. We use I�ðF Þ and IþðF Þ to
denote the lower and upper bounds of the expected scoreof
F . Note that F may represent an intermediate entry which
contains a set of facilities.

4.2.1 R-Tree Based Filtering

Motivation. The basic idea of the filtering algorithm is to con-
duct the NND computation on the high level entries of RO
and RF such that we do not need to compute the NND
regarding each individual object and facility, and hence
improve the performance of the algorithm in terms of CPU
and I/O costs.

In Fig. 3, let T refer to the entry E1 and T:F ¼
fF1; F2; F3g. We can remove F2 and F3 from T:F since the
maximal NND between E1 and F1 (nnd maxðE1; F1Þ) is
smaller than the minimal NNDfrom E1 to F2 and F3

(nnd minðE1; F1Þ and nnd min( E1, F3)) , which implies that
none of the facilities in F2 and F3 can contribute to the NND
computation of the objects in E1 and hence T:F ¼ fF1g.

Similarly, we have T:F ¼ fF2; F3g when T:e refers to E2.
Moreover, let � be the kth largest lower bounds of the
expected scores for the facility entries seen so far, we do not
need to further explore the entries since none of the facilities
in the entry can be top k influential facilities. In the paper,
we say a facility entry F is disabled if IþðF Þ < �.

Besides the facility entries, we can also prune object
entries in the paper. In Fig. 4a, we have T:e ¼ E1 and
T:F ¼ fF1; F2; F3g. Suppose F1 is a data entry, i.e., F1 corre-
sponds to a single facility, and the maximal NND between
F1 and E1 is smaller than the minimal NND from E1 to F2

and F3, then we can increase I�ðF1Þ by aggðE1Þ where
aggðE1Þ is the number of uncertain objects in E1. Clearly, we
do not need to further explore the uncertain objects in E1

and E1 is marked as disabled. On the other hand, as shown
in Fig. 4b, suppose all facility entries in T:F are disabled
(shown as grey rectangles in the example), we can also
prune E1 since objects in E1 only contribute to the expected
scoresof the non-promising facilities.

Algorithm. Algorithm 2 illustrates the details of the
R-tree based filtering algorithm on RO and RF , which fol-
lows the synchronized R-tree traversal paradigm used in
spatial joins. A FIFO queue (Q) is employed to keep object
tuples, and the first object tuple is initialized by the roots
of RO and RF (Lines 2-5). For each object tuple T popped
from Q, Line 10 puts the object tuple T to S which keeps
the objects that need to be further explored in the refine-
ment phase if all entries in T:e and T:F are data entries.
Otherwise, Line 13 generates an object tuple t for each
child entry of T:e.2 Then for each facility entry in T:F , we
put all of its child entries fefg to t:F if it is not marked as

disabled. Meanwhile, I�ðefÞ and IþðefÞ are set by its par-
ent entry in Line 18. Line 19 calculates the maximal NND
from T:e to facility entries in t:F , denoted by dmax. For
each facility entry ef in t:F , we exclude ef from t:F if

nnd minðt:e; efÞ > dmax and decrease IþðefÞ by aggðt:eÞ
(Line 20-23). Recall that aggðt:eÞ is the number of uncer-
tain objects in t:e. The facility entry ef will be pruned in
Line 25 if its upper bound of the expected score is smaller
than �. In Line 26-28, we increase I�ðefÞ by aggðt:eÞ and do
not further explore uncertain objects in t:e (i.e., prune t) if
ef is the only data entry in e:F . In Line 29-30, we prune the
object tuple t if all of the facilities in t:F are non-promising
facilities. Line 32 pushes the object tuple t to Q if it is not
disabled. Finally, Algorithm 2 terminates when Q is empty,

Fig. 3. Motivation example.

2. In the case that T:e is a data entry, we simply set t:e ¼ T:e at
Line 13. The same strategy goes for facilities in Line 16.
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and the facilities surviving the filtering phase (C) will be
returned as well as the object tuples in S.

Algorithm 2. R-Tree Based Filtering (RO, RF , k)
Input: RO: the aggregate R-tree for uncertain objects,

RF : the R-tree for facilities, k
Output: C: a set of candidate facilities,

S: objects need to be further explored
1 C :¼ ;; S :¼ ;; Q :¼ ;; � ¼ 0;
2 generate a new tuple T ;
3 T:e the root of RO;
4 ef  the root of RF ;
5 T:F  ef ; I

�ðefÞ :¼ 0 ; IþðefÞ :¼ # objects in RO;
6 push T into FIFO queue Q;
7 while Q is not empty do
8 T  pop the head of Q;
9 if T:e is data entry and all facility entries in

T:F are data entries then
10 S :¼ S [ T ;
11 else
12 for each child entry e0 of T:e do
13 generate a new object tuple t for e0 where t:e :¼ e0;
14 for each facility entry F in T:F do
15 if F is not disabled then
16 for each child entry ef of F do
17 t:F :¼ t:F [ ef ;
18 I�ðefÞ :¼ I�ðF Þ; IþðefÞ :¼ IþðF Þ;
19 dmax :¼ minfnnd maxðt:e; efÞ } for all ef in t:F ;
20 for each facility entry ef in t:F do
21 if nnd minðt:e; efÞ > dmax then
22 t:F :¼ t:F � ef ;
23 IþðefÞ :¼ IþðefÞ � aggðt:eÞ;
24 if IþðefÞ < � then
25 Disable F ;
26 if t:F contains exactly one data entry ef then
27 I�ðefÞ :¼ I�ðefÞ þ aggðt:eÞ;
28 Update �; Disable t;
29 if all facilities in t:F are disabled then
30 Disable t;
31 if t is not disabled then
32 Push t to the tail of Q;
33 C  facilities with IþðF Þ � �;
34 return S, C

4.2.2 R-Tree Based Refinement

After the filtering phase, we need to explore the instances of
the uncertain objects in S such that we can come up with
the top k influential facilities in the refinement phase.
Algorithm 3 illustrates the framework of the refinement pro-
cedure. For each object tuple T in S, we apply the function
Refinement to refine the expected scores of the facilities in the

candidate set. Note that we do not need to process T if all
facilities in T:F are marked as disabled. Finally we have
IðF Þ ¼ I�ðF Þ, and the k facilities with the highest expected
scores are retrieved.

Algorithm 3. R-Tree Based Refinement (C, S, k )

Input: C : the candidate facilities,
S : the objects tuples,
k

Output: I : the top k influential facilities
1 I :¼ ;;
2 for each object tuple T in S do
3 if all facilities in T:F are disabled then
4 Goto Line 2;
5 end if
6 U  the uncertain object associated with T:e
7 Refinement( root of RU , T:F )
8 end for
9 I  k facilities with the highest I�ðF Þ values
10 return I

In the following, we first discuss the access orders at
Line 2 of Algorithm 3 , then present the functionRefinement
at Line 7.

Access order. Intuitively, we should put high priority to
the objects which contribute to the facilities with large
upper bounds of the expected scores since they are more
likely to be the top k influential facilities, and hence leads to
a tighter expected score threshold �, i.e., better pruning
power. In the paper, an object tuple T is sorted by the larg-
est upper bounds of expected scores for facilities in T:F . Our
empirical study shows this strategy outperforms other alter-
natives such as the random order and ordering by the size
of T:F , i.e., the number of facilities which may influence the
uncertain objects associated with T:e.

Refinement algorithm. Algorithm 4 is used to update the
expected scores of the facilities by exploring the instances
kept in an aggregate R-tree entry e. It is similar to the
R-tree based filtering algorithm (Algorithm 2) except that:
(i) In Algorithm 2, both object entry and facility entry
are drilled down in a level by level fashion, while in
Algorithm 4 only the object entries are expanded since
we already reach the bottom of the facility R-tree in the
filtering phase. (ii) At Line 7, 10, 20 and 25 of Algorithm 4,
pðeÞ represents the probability mass of the instances in the
aggregate R-tree entry e.

4.3 UU-Quadtree Based Algorithm

Observe that the performance of R-tree technique is poor
when the sizes of the MBRs of the uncertain objects are not
very small because it is not effective to capture the instance
distribution of an uncertain object by a single MBR. In [4],
Zhang et al. propose a novel indexing structure based on
the quadtree such that a good tradeoff can be achieved
between the filtering cost and refinement cost.

Suppose the uncertain objects are organized by
U-Quadtree and the instances of each uncertain object are
kept in an aggregate R-tree, in this subsection, we present
efficient U-Quadtree based algorithm to identify the top k
influential facilities. Due to space limitation, please refer to
the conference version of this article.

Fig. 4. Motivation example.
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Algorithm 4. Refinement (e, F )

Input: e: the R-tree entry,
F : a set of facilities

Output: Updated F
1 Q :¼ ;; T:e :¼ e ; T:F :¼ F ;
2 push T to Q;
3 while Q is not empty do
4 T  pop the head of Q;
5 if T:e is a data entry then
6 Find the nearest facility F in T:F ;
7 I�ðF Þ :¼ I�ðF Þ þ pðT:eÞ;
8 Update �;
9 for other facility F 0 in T:F do
10 IþðF 0Þ :¼ IþðF 0Þ � pðT:eÞ;
11 Disable F 0 if IþðF 0Þ < �;
12 end for
13 end if
14 else
15 for each child entry e0 of T:e do
16 t:e e0;
17 t:F :¼ T:F ;
18 dmax :¼minfnnd maxðT:e; F ÞjF 2 T:Fg;
19 forfacilityF in t:F withnnd minðT:e; F Þ > dmaxdo;
20 IþðF Þ :¼ IþðF Þ � pðt:eÞ;
21 remove F from t:F ;
22 Disable F if IþðF Þ < �;
23 end for
24 if There is only one facility F in t:F then
25 I�ðF Þ :¼ I�ðF Þ þ pðt:eÞ;
26 Update �;
27 end if
28 else
29 Push t on the tail of Q;
30 end if
31 end for
32 end if
33 end while
34 return F , �

5 RANDOMIZED ALGORITHMS

In some applications, an uncertain object may consist of a
large number of instances. For instance, the location of an
uncertain object may bemodeled by continuous probabilistic
density functions (e.g., Gaussian distribution). Because
many family of probabilistic density functions including the
popular Gaussian distribution are non-integrable, it is a com-
mon practice to discretize a continuous probability density
function where a large number of instances is generated by
Monte-Carlo (MC) method (e.g., [5]). On the other hand, an
uncertain object may appear at many possible locations (e.g.,
Taxi location example in [5]), which may result in a large
number of instances. It is reported in our empirical study
that the performance of exact algorithms degrades when the
number of instances grows due to the expensive I/O costs
incurred. Therefore, in this section we propose randomized
algorithms to significantly improve the performance.

5.1 Randomized Algorithm

The basic idea of the randomized algorithm is to sample all
possible worlds W by a small number of s possible worlds
S1, S2; . . . ; Ss. Given n uncertain objects, each sampled

possible world Si consists of n sampled instances where an
instance is randomly sampled from each uncertain object. In
each sample set Si (i.e., the ith sampled possible world), the
sampled instance of an uncertain object is chosen according
to their appearance probabilities; that is, an instance u 2 U is
chosen with probability pu in Si. For each sample set Si, we
can calculate the influence score of each facility with tradi-
tional approach since there is only one instance for each
uncertain object regarding Si. Then we can come up with the
estimation of the influence score for each facilities by the
average scores of the facilities on the samples sets S1, S2; . . . ;
Ss; that is, given sample sets S, we can use the following for-
mula to estimate the expected influence score of a facility F

where ~IiðF Þ is the number of reverse nearest neighbors (i.e.,
influence score) of F in the sample set Si:

~IðF Þ ¼
Xs
i¼1

~IiðF Þ=s: (4)

Following is an example of the randomized method.

Example 5. As shown in Fig. 5, suppose there are three
objects and each object has three instances with the same
appearance probability. There are two sample sets S1

and S2 where S1 ¼ fa1; b1; c1g and S2 ¼ fa3; b2; c2g.
According to Equation (4), we have ~I1ðF1Þ ¼ 2,
~I1ðF2Þ ¼ 1, ~I2ðF1Þ ¼ 1, and ~I2ðF2Þ ¼ 2.

Algorithm 5 illustrates a straightforward implementation
of the randomized algorithms for expected score estimation
according to Equation (4). For each sample set Si 2 S where
S represents s sample sets, we can calculate the influence
score for each facility. Line 4 increases the estimated influ-

ence score of a facility F , denoted by ~IðF Þ, by 1 against each
of its reverse nearest neighbors.

Algorithm 5.Naive Randomized Algorithm (S, SF , k)

Input: Sample sets S ¼ fS1; . . . ; Ssg, Facility set SF , k
Output: Top kmost influential facilities
1 for each Si 2 S do
2 for each sampled instance u 2 Si do
3 for find its nearest facility F 2 SF

(i.e.,NNðuÞ ¼ F ) do
4 ~IðF Þ :¼ ~IðF Þ þ 1;
5 end for
6 end for
7 end for
8 for each facility F 2 SF do
9 ~IðF Þ :¼ ~IðF Þ=s;
10 end for
11 return top k facilities with highest estimated

expected influence score;

Fig. 5. Example of sampling approach.
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Enhanced randomized algorithms. Because of the small
number of sample sets, Algorithm 5 can improve the perfor-
mance when the number of instances in each object is mas-
sive. Below, we discuss how to further improve the
performance of randomized algorithms by applying index-
ing techniques on the sampled instances.

Intuitively, for each sample set (round) Si we can orga-
nize the sampled instances by an R-tree. Then the all
nearest neighbor computation techniques (e.g., [24]) can
be immediately employed to speed up the computation of
influence scores in Algorithm 5. However, all sampled
instances will be explored which may lead to high I/O
costs. To address this issue, we organize the sampled
instances in another way.

Observe that the calculation of ~IðFlÞ for a facility Fl in
Algorithm 5 can be rewritten as follows due to the indepen-
dence of the random variables fZi;j;lg:

~IðFlÞ ¼
Xs
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

Zi;j;l=s

¼
Xn
j¼1

Xs
i¼1

Zi;j;l=s:

(5)

Equation (5) implies that we can compute the influence
score for each individual facility, and hence the sampled
instances from the same object can be organized in the
same spatial indexing structure, instead of grouping sam-
pled instances in the same sample set. According to Equa-
tion (2) and Equation (6) as well as the fact that an instance
u of the uncertain object U is chosen with probability pu, we
can apply the exact algorithms developed in Section 4 by
regarding s sampled instances of an object U as its instances;

that is, we have U ¼ fu1; . . . ; usg and pui ¼ 1
s where ui is the

sampled instance of U in Si. Our empirical study shows that
this can significantly improve the performance of the ran-
domized algorithm.

Accuracy analysis. For an uncertain object Uj, let ui;j

denote the sampled instance of Uj in Si where 1 � i � s and
1 � j � n. Then for a facility Fl, the event that the nearest
facility of ui;j is Fl in Si, i.e., NNðui;jÞ ¼ Fl, can be described
by the following random variable:

Zi;j;l ¼ 1 if NNðui;jÞ ¼ Fl in Si;
0 otherwise:

�
(6)

Let the random variable Yi;l record the influence score of
the facility Fl in Si where

Yi;l ¼
Xn
j¼1

Zi;j;l: (7)

Similarly, we define the random variableXl where

Xl ¼
Xm
i¼1

Yi;l=m: (8)

According to the description of Algorithm 5 and
Equation (4), we have ~IðFlÞ ¼ Xl and ~IiðFlÞ ¼ Yi;l.

Since PrðZi;j;l ¼ 1Þ ¼ PrðNNðui;jÞ ¼ FlÞ where ui;j is the
sample instance of the uncertain object Uj in the sample set
Si, we have

EðZi;j;lÞ ¼
X

u2Uj ^ NNðuÞ¼Fl
pu: (9)

Consequently, according to the definition of IðF Þ in
Equation (2), we have

EðYi;lÞ ¼ E
Xn
j¼1

Zi;j;l

 !
¼ IðFlÞ; (10)

and

EðXlÞ ¼ E
Xs
i¼1

Yi;l=s

 !
¼ IðFlÞ: (11)

As shown in Section 3.1, we assume the uncertain objects
are independent to each other. Consequently, for a given
facility Fl, random variables from fZi;j;l j 1 � i � s and
1 � j � ng are independent to each other, and hence the
independence assumption holds for random variables
fYi;l j 1 � i � sg. Therefore, we have the following theorem
based on the Hoeffding bound [25], which indicates that we
can obtain an accurate estimation of the influence score of a
facility when the number of samples is sufficiently large.

Theorem 1. Given an �ð0 < � < 1Þ, a dð0 < d < 1Þ, and n

objects, if s ¼ Oð 1
�2
log 1

d
Þ, then

PrðjXl � IðFlÞj � �nÞ � 1� d:

Remark 1. Based on the union of the probabilities, we can
ensure that the estimated score accuracy holds for all
facilities by simply setting s ¼ Oð 1

�2
log l

d
Þ where there are

l facilities.

5.2 Hybrid Algorithm

As shown in the empirical study, the performance of the
randomized algorithm is good in terms of efficiency and
accuracy. Nevertheless, although Theorem 1 provides theo-
retical bound for the estimated influence score of each indi-
vidual facility, there is no direct theoretical guarantee
between the true top k most influential facilities and esti-
mated top k results. This motivates us to develop a hybrid
algorithm which combines the exact and randomized algo-
rithms to achieve the � approximation regarding the top k
results. Specifically, let F �k denote the true kth most influen-
tial facility, we aim to retrieve k facilities F1; . . . ; Fk in F
such that IðFiÞ � ð1� �ÞIðF �k Þ with probability at least 1� d

for 1 � i � k.
Motivation. In the randomized algorithm, each facility is

treated equally in the sense that the same amount of sam-
ples are used for each uncertain object, and hence the same
accuracy guarantee goes to their expected influence scores.
However, the accuracy required might be different regard-
ing various score distributions of the facilities. In Fig. 6, we
assume k ¼ 2 and four facilities are sorted based on their
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estimated influence scores. Clearly, we can easily find the
top 2 facilities in Fig. 6a since they are well separated. On
the contrary, more resources (samples) are required in
Fig. 6b as their scores are rather similar. This motivates us
to develop a hybrid algorithm which consists of two phases:
(i) estimated score computation for candidate objects, and
(ii) refine the top k results by exactly computing influence
scores of some facilities3 where the algorithm terminates
when we can ensure that the desired accuracy is achieved
with high probability. Intuitively, the algorithm can stop
early if the distribution of the true top k ranks falls in the
easy case (i.e., well separated).

In the estimated score computation phase, we first iden-
tify the top k candidate facilities based on the MBBs of the
objects. Then the estimated influence score of each candi-
date facility can be computed based on the randomized

algorithm. In this way, we have ~IðF Þ ¼ I�ðF Þ þEF where
I�ðF Þ is the lower bound of IðF Þ while EF is derived from
samples of the objects which contribute to the upper bound
of IðF Þ (i.e., IþðF Þ) but not the lower bound of IðF Þ. In
another word, I�ðF Þ is the exact value and EF is the esti-
mated value.

In the refinement phase, we iteratively compute the exact
influence scores for a set of selected facilities. Let Fk denote
the kth best facility probed (i.e., exact score is calculated) as
far, as shown in Fig. 7, the refinement procedure is termi-
nated if, with high probability, the scores of remaining can-

didate facilities will not exceed IðFkÞ
1�� . This is because none of

the unvisited facilities is likely to be included in the top k
results, and hence the top k facilities among the facilities vis-
ited can serve as the approximate solution. Specifically,
according to Hoeffding Inequality [25] and the fact that
IðF �k Þ � IðFkÞ, we have

Pr IðF Þ � IðF �k Þ
1� �

�� �
� expð�st2Þ; (12)

where t ¼ IðFkÞ
1�� � ~IðF Þ. Recall that s is the number of samples

in each object. Inequality 12 implies that a facility is unlikely
to be the true top k result (i.e., terminate early) when its esti-
mated value is far from IðFkÞ. When the facilities are well
separated as shown in Fig. 6a, i.e., the gap (i.e., the value of t)
between IðFkÞ and the scores of the unvisited facility is large,
the algorithm ismore likely to terminate early.

Algorithm. The details of the hybrid approach is illus-
trated in Algorithm 6. Lines 1-5 corresponds to the esti-
mated score computation phase. Particularly, the R-tree
based filtering technique in Algorithm 2 is employed to
compute the top k candidate facilities in Line 1. Then
instead of directly computing the exact influence score for
each object, Lines 3-5 applies the enhanced randomized

algorithm to estimate the ~IðF Þ. Note that the relevant objects

regarding ~IðF Þ is readily available after the R-tree based fil-
tering phase. Lines 6-12 iteratively refine the candidate facili-
ties where nc records the number of unvisited candidate
facilities. In particular, we visit candidate facilities in
descending order of their estimated scores (Line 6). For each
facility visited, Line 7 computes the exact IðF Þ based on the
instances of the relevant objects, which are organized by the
local R-tree (See Algorithm 3). By Fk we denote the kth best
candidate facility visited as far. Note that the computation of
IðF Þ in Line 7 may update the k-th best facility seen as far.
We update IðFkÞ accordingly where a max-heap with size k
is used. Based on Equation (12), Line 11 terminates the algo-

rithm if expð�st2Þ < d
nc
since we have PrðIðFnÞ � IðFkÞ

1�� Þ < d
nc
.

Algorithm 6.Hybrid Algorithm (S, O, F , k)
Input: S: samples of the objects,O: objects

F : facility set, k
Output: Top kmost influential facilities
1 Compute top k candidates;
2 nc  number of candidate facilities;
3 for each candidate facility F do
4 Compute ~IðF Þ based on the samples of the relevant objects
5 end for
6 for each candidate facility in descending order

of their estimated scores do
7 Compute IðF Þ; Update IðFkÞ;
8 nc :¼ nc � 1;
9 Fn  next facility to be visited;

10 t ¼ IðFkÞ
1�� � ~IðFnÞ;

11 Terminate the Loop if expð�st2Þ < d
nc
;

12 end for
13 return top k facilities with highest influence

score among facilities accessed

Correctness. In refinement phase of Algorithm 6, facilities
are accessed based on the non-increasing order of their esti-
mated scores. Therefore, we have ~IðFnÞ � ~IðFrÞ where Fn is
the next visited facility and Fr is the other unvisited facili-
ties. If algorithm is terminated at Line 11, we have

PrðIðFnÞ � IðFkÞ
1�� Þ < d

nc
according to Equation (12). It is

immediate that expð�st2Þ < d
nc

also holds for the remaining

facilities fFrg since ~IðFnÞ � ~IðFrÞ (i.e., the t value will not
decrease); that is, the remaining facilities are less likely to
become top k facilities. According to the probability union
bound, we can claim that, with probability at least 1� d,
none of the unvisited nc facilities will become the top k
results and hence we have IðFiÞ � ð1� �ÞIðF �k Þ for any
i 2 ½1; k�when the algorithm is terminated at Line 11.

Remark 2. Note that with similar rationale, Algorithm 6 can
applied to objects organized by U-Quadtree in which
quadtree based filtering and refinement techniques will
be used.

Fig. 6. Motivation example. Fig. 7. Example of termination.

3. As an alternative, we may resort to larger sample sets of relevant
objects if each object has sets of samples with different sample rates.
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6 EXPERIMENT

In this section, we present results of a comprehensive per-
formance study to evaluate the efficiency and scalability of
the proposed techniques in the paper. Following algorithms
are evaluated.

� Naive The naive implementation proposed in
Section 4.1.

� RTKIS The technique based on R-tree proposed in
Section 4.2.

� UQuadTKIS The technique based on U-Quadtree
proposed in Section 4.3.

� UTKIS The technique presented in [21].
� Naive* The naive randomized algorithm proposed

in Section 5.1.
� RTKIS* and UQuadTKIS* The enhanced random-

ized algorithms proposed in Section 5.1, which are
based on RTKIS and UQuadTKIS algorithms
respectively.

� RTKIS+ and UQuadTKIS+ The hybrid randomized
algorithms proposed in Section 5.2.

Datasets. Three real spatial datasets, namely CA, USA
and RT, are used to evaluate our techniques. CA and USA
contain 62 K and 200 K two-dimensional points represent-
ing locations in the Los Angeles and the United States
respectively which are available at [26]. The two datasets
are separated into several groups of data respectively, and
we choose one group of data with 996 points as the facilities
and the other group of data with 21;050 points to represent
the centers of uncertain objects from CA as default dateset,
whose distributions are showed in Fig. 8. RT is obtained
from the R-tree-Portal [27] with cultural landmarks and
populated places in North America. The number of uncer-
tain objects in USA and RT are 20;287 and 24;493 respec-
tively. By default, around 1;000 facilities are chosen from
corresponding datasets. In our experiment, all dimensions

are normalized to domain [0, 10;000], and the uncertain
region of the uncertain object is a circle with expected radius
ru varying from 20 to 300 with default value 60. There arem
instances for each uncertain object and the expected m
varies from 100 to 500 with default value 200. Therefore, the
total number of instances in default dataset is 4;210;000. The
instances of an uncertain object follow popular distributions
Normal(N) and Uniform(U) where Normal(N) distribution
serves as default instance distribution. To evaluate random-
ized algorithms, we generate a large number of instances
mr for each uncertain object and the expected mr varies
from 500 to 4 K with default value 2 K, and the number of
sample s varies from 20 to 400with default value 200.

All algorithms proposed in this paper are implemented
in standard C++ with STL library support and compiled
with GNU GCC. Experiments are run on a PC with Intel
Xeon 2:40 GHz dual CPU and 4G memory running
Debian Linux. The disk page size is fixed to 4; 096 bytes
and the capacity of the entry page (f) is set to 512. In the
paper, we evaluate the I/O performance of the algorithms
by measuring the number of uncertain objects explored,
i.e., uncertain objects whose aggregate R-treeare loaded
in main memory. Query response time is recorded to
evaluate the efficiency of the algorithms, which contains
the CPU time and the I/O latency.

Table 2 lists parameters which may have an impact on
our performance study (default values are listed as Bold).
In our experiments, all parameters use default values unless
otherwise specified.

6.1 Performance Tuning

The performance of UQuadTKIS is effected by the height (h)
of the U-Quadtree. As expected, Fig. 9a shows that number
of objects visited in the refinement phase drops when h
increases due to the larger size of uncertain object summa-
ries. Nevertheless, UQuadTKIS becomes less efficient for
larger h when h > 9, which implies that the algorithm can-
not pay-off the larger index size when h > 9. In the follow-
ing experiments, h is set to 9.

Fig. 10 reports the effectiveness of different access order
strategies in R-tree based refinement algorithm where the
sizes of the radius grow from 20 to 100. Particularly, “by
fac” denotes the facilities expected score based access order
strategy used in Algorithm 2, and “by obj” stands for the

Fig. 8. Data distribution.

TABLE 2
Parameter Settings

Notation Definition

height of U-Quadtree h 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
radius of uncertain object region ru 20, 60, 100, 200, 300
number of uncertain objects n 10 K, 20 K, 30 K, 40 K, 50 K
number of instancesm 100, 200, 300, 400, 500
number of facility f 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000
top k 10, 20, 30, 40, 50
number of instances-large datamr 500, 1 K, 2 K, 3 K, 4 K
number of sample-large data s 20, 50, 100, 200, 400
instance location normal, uniform

Fig. 9. Diff. U-quadtree height.

Fig. 10. Access order.
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object based strategy, i.e., accessing in decreasing order of
the number of facilities associated with each object. It is
shown that our facility based strategy always outperforms
the object based strategy.

We evaluate the filtering effectiveness of RTKISand
UQuadTKIS in Fig. 11 by measuring the number of candi-
dates (facilities) after filtering phase. The performance of
both algorithms degrade against the growth of ru. UQuadT-
KIS significantly outperforms RTKIS since more resources
are allocated to the U-Quadtree to capture the distribution
of the instances of the uncertain objects.

6.2 Exact Algorithm Performance Evaluation

We will evaluate the performance of four exact algorithms
(Naive, RTKIS, UQuadTKIS, and UTKIS) in this sub-section.

Comparing different ranking models. Fig. 12 evaluates the
similarity of different ranking models ( expected rank and
expected score) on three datasets CA, USA and RT respec-
tively, which shows the scatter-plot of the ranks of 100 facili-
ties. Particularly, each point in the scatter-plot represents a
facility where x-axis and y-axis record the rank of objects
based on expected rank model and expected score model
respectively. It is interesting that all points line up along the
diagonal, and the maximal difference of the ranks for a facil-
ity is only 2 in Fig. 12, which indicates that the results of two
models are rather similar.

Impact of data distribution. Fig. 13 reports the response
time and the number of uncertain objects accessed of the
algorithms against different data distributions where
CAN represents the dataset in which the centers of uncer-
tain objects are from CA and the instances of each uncer-
tain object follow the Normal(N) distribution. It is
reported that UQuadTKIS significantly outperforms other

algorithms under all data distributions, and UTKISranks
the last due to the high complexity of the expected rank
model. Particularly, on CAN dataset, the response times
of four algorithms (UQuadTKIS, RTKIS, Naiveand
UTKIS) are 17:8, 44:28, 84 and 140 seconds respectively.
They are 20:14, 52:85, 103 and 166:2 seconds respectively
on RTU dataset.

Impact of the number of instances (m). We evaluate the
response time of the algorithms as a function of the number
of instances (m) in each uncertain object which varies from
100 to 500. Clearly, the refinement cost increases in refine-
ment phase when m grows. Fig. 14 shows that UQuadTKIS
has the best scalability against m, followed by RTKIS, Naive
and UTKIS.

Impact of the radius(ru). Fig. 15 investigates the perfor-
mance of four algorithms as a function of the radius size
which varies from 20 to 300. It is shown that the scalability
of UQuadTKIS is better than that of RTKIS regarding the
growth of ru.

Impact of the number of facilities and objects. We also evalu-
ate the impact of the number of facilities as well as the num-
ber of objects against four algorithms, where the number of
facilities grows from 200 to 1,000, and the number of objects
varies from 10,000 to 50,000. Figs. 16 and 17 show that
UQuadTKIS has the best scalability among four algorithms.

Impact of k . In Fig. 18, we evaluate the response time and
the number of I/O accesses against various k values, which
indicates that the performance of all algorithms are not very
sensitive to the k value.

Fig. 12. Result comparison.

Fig. 13. Impact of data distributions.

Fig. 14. Diff.m.

Fig. 15. Diff. ru.

Fig. 16. Diff. #facilities.

Fig. 17. Diff. # objects.

Fig. 11. Candidate size.
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6.3 Randomized Algorithms Performance
Evaluation

We will evaluate the performance of five randomized
algorithms (Naive*, RTKIS*, UQuadTKIS*, RTKIS+,
UQuadTKIS+) in this section.

6.3.1 Evaluating Accuracy

We evaluate the accuracy of randomized algorithms by pre-
cision and recall of the top k results. As we output exactly k
facilities for top k query, precision and recall of the results are
always the same.

Fig. 19 reports the impact of the number of sample sets s
on randomized algorithms on default dataset. As expected,
the approximation quality improves when s grows. The
hybrid randomized algorithms have a higher precision and
recall values of at least 0:99. With only 200 rounds of trials,
the enhanced randomized algorithms can achieve a precision
and recall values of at least 0:97 for all algorithms, whereas
the hybrid randomized algorithms can get 100 percent. And
s is set to 200 in the following experiments.

we also evaluate the impact of k on randomized algo-
rithms in Fig. 20. Although the accuracy of the enhanced
randomized algorithms slightly decreases when k grows,
precision and recall values are higher than 0:97. And the the

hybrid randomized algorithms always achieve 100 percent
on default setting.

6.3.2 Evaluating Efficiency

In the first experiment, we vary the value of k and evaluate
the performance of the seven algorithms (we exclude Naive-
due to its poor performance in Section 6.2) proposed in the
paper against the default dataset where k varies from 10 to
50 in Fig. 21. As expected, all techniques proposed are effec-
tive and not sensitive to various k values. For better report
on the performance of the algorithms, we exclude the
Naive*and RTKIS algorithms in the following experiments
since it has been outperformed by the other algorithms.
Fig. 21 shows that UQuadTKIS* has the best performance
and scalability among all algorithms, and UQuadTKIS + is a
little slower than UQuadTKIS*, because the additional
check requires a little CPU time and I/O cost.

Impact of the number of instances (m). We evaluate the
response time of the algorithms as a function of the number
of instances (m) in each uncertain object which varies from
500 to 4 K. Fig. 22 shows that the cost of UQuadTKIS
increases dramatically because the cost of exact algorithm
UQuadTKIS increases in refinement phase when m grows.
As expected, the performances of randomized algorithms
are not affected by m, because we only obtain 200 sample
sets to perform the queries regardless of the number of
instancesm. This implies that the two randomized algorithm
can efficiently handle the massive number of instances for
uncertain objects. Moreover, it shows that UQuadTKIS*

Fig. 18. Diff. k.

Fig. 19. Diff. s.

Fig. 20. Diff. k.

Fig. 21. Diff. k.

Fig. 22. Diff.m

Fig. 23. Diff. ru

Fig. 24. Diff. #facilities.

Fig. 25. Diff. # objects.
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always has the best performance, and the cost of UQuadTKIS
+ does not increase by comparing to UQuadTKIS*.

Impact of the radius (ru). Fig. 23 investigates the perfor-
mance of four algorithms as a function of the radius size
which various from 20 to 300. The response time of
UQuadTKIS rises rapidly when ru increases. The costs of
UQuadTKIS*, RTKIS*, UQuadTKIS +, and RTKIS + increase
slowly when ru grows.

Impact of the number of facilities and objects. We also evalu-
ate the impact of the number of facilities as well as the num-
ber of objects against four algorithms, where the number of
facilities grows from 200 to 1,000, and the number of objects
varies from 10 K to 50 K. Figs. 24 and 25 show that UQuadT-
KIS*has the best scalability among all algorithms, and the
the cost of UQuadTKIS+ increases very slowly.

Impact of the sample set size (s). In the last experiments, we
evaluate the performance of four randomized algorithms
against the number of sample sets s which varies from 20 to
400. As expected, Fig. 26 shows that the time cost of four
algorithms increases with s.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the problemof finding top kmost
influential facilities over a set of uncertain objects. Based on a
new ranking semantics, we develop effective and efficient
algorithms by utilizing two uncertain objects indexing techni-
ques, R-tree and U-Quadtree respectively. A set of pruning
techniques are proposed in the paper to significantly improve
the performance of the filtering and refinement algorithms. We
further develop efficient randomized algorithms with accu-
racy guarantee to tackle uncertain objects with massive num-
ber of instances. Our experiments convincingly demonstrate
the effectiveness and efficiency of our techniques.
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